GRAVE LINERS and OUTER BURIAL CONTAINERS

- **Concrete Grave Liner: #30** (Standard) Minimum Concrete Grave Liner, No Interior  $950.00
- **Concrete Grave Liner # 34** (Oversize) Minimum Concrete Grave Liner, No Interior  $1375.00
- **Monticello #30** (Standard) Reinforced Concrete construction with painted concrete exterior. Strentex Plastic Reinforced Liner  $1450.00
- **Monticello # 34 (Oversize)** Reinforced Concrete construction with Painted concrete exterior. Strentex Plastic Reinforced Liner  $2450.00
- **Continental:** Reinforced concrete construction with textured paint and the option of six decorative handles. Strentex Plastic Reinforced Liner  $1795.00
- **Venetian: #30** (Standard) Reinforced concrete construction with two-tone paint and the option of decorative handle bars. Trilon II Liner  $2300.00
- **Cameo Rose:** Extra Heavy concrete construction vault, solid stainless steel Carapace with color-accented name plate and emblem. Trilon II with Stainless steel inner-liner  $3975.00
- **Veteran Triune:** High-strength reinforced concrete; brushed stainless steel Carapace, military blue exterior shell with silver highlights. Sculpted military Emblem for the appropriate branch of service and customized nameplate. Trilon II with Stainless Steel Liner  $3975.00
- **Stainless Steel Triune #30** (Standard) Reinforced concrete construction with Textured two-tone paint and the option of four decorative handles  $3975.00
- **Stainless Steel Triune #34** (Oversize) Reinforced concrete construction with Textured two-tone paint and the option of four decorative handles  $6175.00
- **Copper Triune:** Extra heavy concrete construction with textured two-tone paint and the option of six decorative handles. Double wall protection with Copper and Trilon II liner.  $4825.00
- **Bronze Triune: #30** (Standard) Extra-heavy concrete construction vault; solid stainless steel carapace with colored-accented name plate and emblems  $4850.00
- **Bronze Triune: # 34** (Oversize) Extra-heavy concrete construction vault; solid stainless steel carapace with colored-accented name plate and emblems  $7150.00
- **Wilbert Bronze:** Specially formulated high strength concrete in base and cover Enclosed in a seamless exterior inner-liner. Weighs in excess of 3,000 pounds. 32 oz. bronze interior liner.  $19100.00

*In most areas of the country, state or local law does not require that you buy a container to surround the casket in the grave. However, many cemeteries require that you have such a container so that the grave will not sink in. Either a grave liner or a burial vault will satisfy these requirements.*
URN GRAVE LINERS AND URN VAULTS

(Wilbert)

- **Concrete Urn Box**: Concrete Constructed 375.00
- **Universal Urn Vault**: Solid ABS with Marbelon exterior 550.00
- **Monticello Urn Vault**: Concrete Urn Vault. Strentex interior liner 995.00
- **Venetian Urn Vault**: Reinforced concrete urn vault. Trilon II interior liner 1125.00
- **Cameo Rose Urn Vault**: Reinforced concrete urn vault. Trilon II Stainless Steel liner 1300.00
- **Veteran Triune Urn Vault**: High-strength reinforced concrete. Trilon II Stainless Steel Liner 1300.00
- **Stainless Steel Urn Vault**: Reinforced concrete construction. Trilon II with Stainless Steel Liner 1300.00
- **Copper Triune Urn Vault**: Extra-heavy reinforced concrete. Double wall Protection with copper and Trilon II liner 1300.00
- **Bronze Triune Urn Vault**: Extra heavy concrete construction. Trilon II with Bronze Inner-Liner 1450.00
- **Wilbert Bronze Urn Vault**: Specially formulated high-strength concrete in both base and cover. Seamless exterior inner liner. 32 oz. bronze interior liner. 1575.00

(Crescent)

- **The Single Crown Vault**: (Inner: 14W x 10D x 6.5H); ABS Construction 128.00
- **The Double Crown Vault** (Inner: 14W x 10D x 12H); ABS Construction 169.00
- **The Ultimate**: (Inner: 12.7W x 9.6H x 8.5D); ABS Construction 149.00
- **The Superior**: (Inner: 14”H x 12.5”W x 12.5”D); ABS Construction 145.00
- **The Millennium**: (Inner: 10.8”H x 11”W x 8.7”D); ABS Construction 255.00

- **Urn Vault/Memorial Combination**: 9 x 9 x 8; Engravable Granite With Cremation Capsule Insert. (Price includes setting fee, O/C and Sandblasting) For use in Cremation Garden Only
  - Grey 650.00
  - Red 750.00
  - Black 850.00